
The	  ITMS	  Map	  Collection	  
Mapping	  environmental	  impacts	  along	  the	  proposed	  MVP	  pipeline	  route	  

The	  ITMS	  Map	  Collection	  is	  a	  series	  of	  maps	  extracted	  from	  the	  ICWA	  Environmental	  Map	  Library.	  The	  
maps	  layer	  environmental	  features	  found	  along	  the	  entire	  20	  miles	  of	  the	  proposed	  MVP	  route	  through	  
Monroe	  County,	  WV.	  Because	  each	  map	  shows	  a	  segment	  that	  is	  approximately	  two	  (2)	  miles	  in	  length,	  
potential	  environmental	  problems	  can	  be	  viewed	  in	  detail.	  This	  collection	  is	  neither	  definitive	  nor	  
exhaustive	  since	  not	  all	  layers	  are	  portrayed	  in	  all	  maps.	  	  

The	  maps	  in	  the	  ITMS	  Collection	  were	  created	  using	  the	  ICWA	  Interactive	  Environmental	  Map.	  The	  
application	  platform	  is	  ERSI	  ArcGIS—an	  online,	  collaborative	  web	  Geographic	  Information	  System	  (GIS)	  
that	  allows	  for	  the	  creation	  and	  sharing	  of	  maps,	  layers,	  analytics,	  and	  data.	  The	  ICWA	  map	  depicts	  the	  
DEIS	  Proposed	  Mountain	  Valley	  Pipeline’s	  route	  (as	  filed	  in	  its	  September	  2016	  application)	  and	  allows	  
users	  to	  examine	  and	  analyze	  potential	  environmental	  impacts.	  Development	  and	  hosting	  of	  the	  map	  is	  
by	  Downstream	  Strategies,	  LLC,	  of	  Alderson,	  West	  Virginia.	  

GIS	  layers	  on	  these	  maps	  serve	  to	  identify	  and	  show	  critical	  sensitivities	  and	  risks	  posed	  by	  the	  
construction	  and	  operation	  of	  MVP’s	  proposed	  42-‐inch	  natural	  gas	  pipeline.	  	  

• The	  MVP	  proposed	  route,	  construction	  right	  of	  way,	  temporary	  and	  permanent	  footprint,	  etc.,
are	  based	  on	  the	  MVP	  DEIS	  Shapefiles	  (September	  16,	  2016)	  accessed	  at
http://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/fseprd518464.zip

• Sources	  for	  the	  resource	  layers	  and	  the	  methods	  for	  calculating	  groundwater	  risk,	  surface	  water
risk,	  soil	  erosion	  potential,	  etc.	  can	  be	  accessed	  at	  the	  ICWA	  website:
www.indiancreekwatershedassociation.org

• ICWA’s	  primary	  interest	  in	  submitting	  this	  ITMS	  series	  of	  maps	  is	  to	  help	  assess	  threats	  to
watersheds,	  and	  to	  the	  public	  and	  private	  water	  supplies	  of	  potentially	  affected	  families	  and
communities.	  Layers	  include	  streams,	  slope	  gradients,	  soil	  erosion	  potential,	  public	  water
district	  zones,	  karst	  areas,	  core	  forest	  loss,	  depth	  to	  bedrock,	  soil	  type,	  surface	  and	  groundwater
risk	  assessments,	  etc.

• Information	  layers	  related	  to	  public	  safety,	  public	  lands,	  natural	  resource	  biodiversity,	  and	  other
issues	  are	  also	  included.

• An	  on-‐line	  version	  of	  the	  map	  is	  publicly	  available	  on	  our	  website.	  Many	  layers	  apply	  to	  all	  of	  WV
and	  VA	  and	  some	  are	  limited	  to	  WV.	  The	  focus	  has	  been	  on	  Monroe	  and	  Summers	  counties,	  the
home	  counties	  for	  individuals	  and	  watershed	  groups	  involved	  in	  developing	  the	  map.

• Development	  of	  the	  map	  continues.	  Additional	  layers	  will	  be	  added	  as	  resources	  permit.

Note—the	  Environmental	  Map	  does	  not	  provide	  an	  exhaustive	  view	  of	  the	  effects	  of	  the	  pipeline	  
since	  not	  all	  relevant	  and	  important	  information	  is	  available	  in	  GIS	  format.	  	  
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Notes: 
1. MVP mileposts reference September 2016 DEIS map files.
2. ICWA notes that this map and this information does not include all significant risks.
3. Map source: ICWA Environmental Map. Technical development and hosting by Downstream Strategies, LLC.

Core Forest Loss on MVP Route and Adjacent Severe Soil Erosion Potential 
Summers County Line to Wind Creek 
Milepost 173.4 to Milepost 176 

Representative MVP risks and impacts not adequately addressed in the DEIS: 
• Severe soil erosion conditions exist in and around all proposed areas of MVP-related

construction activity.
• Two 125-ft. ROW/construction corridor segments will clear-cut 1.3 miles of core forest.
• All core forest loss will fragment large core stands of 500+ acres.
• Access road MO-210 (MP 173.6) will require construction and widening of what is now a

10-ft. wide dirt road to create a 25-ft. permanent access road with a 40-ft. construction
easement. Length: 1.4 miles.
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Notes: 
1. MVP mileposts reference September 2016 DEIS map files.
2. ICWA notes that this map and this information does not include all significant risks.
3. Map source: ICWA Environmental Map. Technical development and hosting by Downstream Strategies, LLC.

Severe Soil Erosion Potential on MVP Route and Adjacent Groundwater Risk 
Summers County Line to Wind Creek 
Milepost 173.4 to Milepost 176 

Representative MVP risks and impacts not adequately addressed in the DEIS: 
• MVP construction in this segment—including deforestation, levelling, blasting, and trenching in

the 125-ft. construction corridor, as well as additional tree loss and widening and grading for the
access roads—will take place in areas of severe soil erosion potential and high groundwater risk.

• MVP rides the ridge between Kelly Creek and Wind Creek, two tributaries of the Greenbrier
River. Both will be affected by increased erosion, run-off, and sedimentation.

• Kelly and Wind Creek watersheds are in the zone of critical concern for the Big Bend Public
Service District. Wind Creek is one of the closest major tributaries to the main PSD intake area.

• Both creeks cross known karst terrain before entering the Greenbrier.
• At MP 175.9, MVP crosses Wind Creek at a convergence point of two tributaries. A nearby

access road (MO212) and two work spaces at the access road entry will also affect this complex
crossing area, which is located at the base of two steep slopes.

• The DEIS ignores the cumulative impacts of these inter-related hazards.
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Notes: 
1. MVP mileposts reference September 2016 DEIS map files.
2. ICWA notes that this map and this information does not include all significant risks.
3. Map source: ICWA Environmental Map. Technical development and hosting by Downstream Strategies, LLC.

Core Forest Loss on MVP Route and Adjacent Severe Soil Erosion Potential 
Wind Creek to Stony Creek (Wayside-Talcott Road) 
Milepost 176 to Milepost 178 

Representative MVP risks and impacts not adequately addressed in the DEIS: 
• The MVP ROW will continue to affect Wind Creek as it ascends to an elevation of 2128 ft. before

descending into the watershed area of Stony Creek.
• 1.25 continuous miles will be deforested and levelled along the ridge that parallels Stony Creek

to its west and the watershed area of a major tributary to Stony Creek to the east.
• All affected core forest in this segment is rated as large core (500+ acres).
• Construction work will take place in areas of severe soil erosion potential.
• Two access roads will also impact core forest for a total of nearly 1 additional mile of core forest

loss.
• Not shown are two large work spaces to be located on the 2289 ft. crest of the long ridge (MP

177.3): these work spaces (ATWS-328 and 328A) are proposed for “material staging” and
vehicle/equipment parking. Nearly 5 additional acres of core forest on the mountain ridge will
be permanently degraded for these temporary work spaces.
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Notes: 
1. MVP mileposts reference September 2016 DEIS map files.
2. ICWA notes that this map and this information does not include all significant risks.
3. Map source: ICWA Environmental Map. Technical development and hosting by Downstream Strategies, LLC.

Severe Soil Erosion Potential on MVP Route and Adjacent Groundwater Risk 
Wind Creek to Stony Creek (Wayside-Talcott Road) 
Milepost 176 to Milepost 178 

Representative MVP risks and impacts not adequately addressed in the DEIS: 
• This segment is also marked by both severe soil erosion potential and high groundwater risk.
• At MP 176.6, the pipeline crosses a tributary to Stony Creek upstream from the Wayside-Talcott

Road. Both sides of the crossing have steep slopes, severe soil erosion potential, and forest loss.
• Access road MO-214, which enters the ROW at the same stream crossing, runs 0.4 miles along

and in the stream bed from the Wayside-Talcott Rd. The current 10-ft. dirt trail will be expanded
to 25 ft. width with a 40-ft. easement. Appendix E1-43 describes its use as for construction
equipment and personnel.

• Stormwater run-off into this tributary will be significantly increased by MVP-related construction
impacts on the upstream subwatersheds. How will this streambed, once it is turned into a high
impact construction road, ever be restored to handle high-water events—events that will be far
more likely given the lasting impacts of upstream disturbances and deforestation?

• Families that live downstream along Stony Creek will be affected not only by impacts at the MP
176.6 crossing and access road, but by impacts to the main stem of Stony Creek as well. All
homes and farms in this area rely on private wells and springs.
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Notes: 
• MVP mileposts reference September 2016 DEIS map files.
• ICWA notes that this map and this information does not include all significant risks.
• Map source: ICWA Environmental Map. Technical development and hosting by Downstream Strategies, LLC.

Core Forest Loss on MVP Route and Adjacent Severe Soil Erosion Potential 
Stony Creek (Wayside-Talcott Road) to High Top Mountain   
Milepost 178 to Milepost 180 

Representative MVP impacts and risks not adequately addressed in the DEIS: 
• 2.7 miles of continuous core forest loss will occur along the MVP ROW, from MP 178.4 south of

the Wayside Talcott Road to MP 181.1 on the far side of High Top Mountain.
• If the project is approved, the 125-ft. MVP construction corridor will bisect one of the largest

remaining intact segments of core forest in southern Monroe County.
• Impacts of MVP deforestation and ridgetop levelling will be compounded by the steep slopes

and severe erosion potential on and adjacent to the project ROW.
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Notes: 
1. MVP mileposts reference MVP Application maps, October 2015, upon which the DEIS is based.
2. ICWA notes that this map and this information is not dispositive of all important risks.
3. Map source: ICWA Interactive Environmental Map. Technical development and hosting by Downstream Strategies, LLC.

Severe Soil Erosion Potential on MVP Route and Adjacent Groundwater Risk 
Stony Creek (Wayside-Talcott Road) to High Top Mountain   
Milepost 178 to Milepost 180 

Representative MVP impacts and risks not adequately addressed in the DEIS: 
• MVP construction will occur in areas of severe soil erosion potential and high groundwater and

surface water risk.

• Access Road MO-216 (MP 178.3) from Wayside-Talcott Rd. to the ROW will cross a complex of
waterbodies, including ponds built on Stony Creek by the current landowner.

• MVP’s ridgetop deforestation, levelling, and pipeline trenching will impact both groundwater
and surface water flows, with significant impacts on first order springs and streams crucial to
aquatic life and to downstream health.

• Streams crossed include unnamed tributaries to Little Stony Creek (MP, which Appendix F1-105
classifies as Fishery Type CW, WT (cold water, wild trout), with Oct. 1 – June 30 time of year
restrictions.

• Note: According to a DEIS footnote to this appendix, the WT classification applies only to
Virginia. If so, this would not be the first time that MVP application materials have misplaced
locations across county and state lines. Another reason not to rely so heavily on “desktop
reviews” but to listen to local landowners who know their lands and waters firsthand.)
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Notes: 
1. MVP mileposts reference September 2016 DEIS map files.
2. ICWA notes that this map and this information does not include all significant risks.
3. Map source: ICWA Environmental Map. Technical development and hosting by Downstream Strategies, LLC.

Core Forest Loss on MVP Route and Adjacent Severe Soil Erosion Potential 
(with some locally mapped springs near route)* 
High Top Mountain to Indian Creek (WV-122) 
Milepost 180 to Milepost 182 

* Springs identified by local residents do not represent all springs in the area.
Representative MVP impacts and risks not adequately addressed in the DEIS: 

• Impacts to this area, previously reported by ICWA and Mr. Landcey Ragland, whose farm runs
from High Top Mountain to WV-122 (Accession # 20160818-5138), were ignored.

• Issues include: deforestation on steep slopes, with erosion and run-off leading to central
wetland area; location of the pipeline and access road in wetland; large work space (ATWS 331)
for material staging and vehicle parking close to stream; access road construction paralleling
stream; hydrostatic testing; karst features associated with the wetland and in Slate Run; house
and barn are stranded on the far side of the pipeline.

• DEIS Table 4.1.1-11 “Areas of Landslide Concern along the MVP” includes MP 181.5-181.9,
located on this property, which the table reports shows evidence of recent slope movement.

• Construction of the MVP along this property will be hazardous both for the pipeline and for the
property. Yet there is no acknowledgement of this fact by MVP or by FERC. Data are lined up in
tables, but there is no connecting of the dots to analyze—or enable the pubic to analyze—what
devastating consequences can come from the compounding of multiple unfavorable factors.
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Notes: 
1. MVP mileposts reference September 2016 DEIS map files.
2. ICWA notes that this map and this information does not include all significant risks.
3. Map source: ICWA Environmental Map. Technical development and hosting by Downstream Strategies, LLC.

Severe Soil Erosion Potential on MVP Route and Nearby Karst Presence 
Indian Creek Crossing (WV-122) 
Milepost 181 to Milepost 183 

Karst features reported by  
   ICWA 

Representative MVP risks and impacts not adequately addressed in the DEIS: 
• ICWA has reported to FERC the presence of karst features in the vicinity of the MVP route near

the MVP crossing just west of the historically mapped karst layer. MVP surveyors have had full
access to Mr. Ragland’s property and walked the same streams and wetlands.

• Karst features include: a sinking stream in Slate Run just before the pipeline crosses WV-122 to
Indian Creek; a small cave on WV-122 about 0.25 mile from the MVP crossing; another sinking
water feature and resurgence in the wetland on Mr. Ragland’s property; and an upland sinkhole
northeast of the cave and sinking stream location on Slate Run. We have also reported a bold
spring on Slate Run close to the pipeline construction a little upstream from the stream
insurgence and located between the construction corridor and proposed access road.

• Yet, DEIS Table 4.3.1-2 “Springs and Swallets Identified within 500 feet of the MVP Construction
Work Area” reports no features in Monroe County.

• Denial (or simply refusing to acknowledge) is not mitigation.
• All of the cumulative factors described about the environmental challenges on Mr. Ragland’s

property will be funneled through Slate Run (or underground) to impact Indian Creek at the
MVP crossing.
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Notes: 
1. MVP mileposts reference September 2016 DEIS map files.
2. ICWA notes that this map and this information does not include all significant risks.
3. Map source: ICWA Environmental Map. Technical development and hosting by Downstream Strategies, LLC.

Core Forest Loss on MVP Route and Adjacent Severe Soil Erosion Potential 
(with some locally mapped springs near route)*         
Indian Creek to Central Ellison Ridge Area 
Milepost 182 to Milepost 184 

* Springs identified by local residents do not represent all springs in the area.
Representative MVP risks and impacts not adequately addressed in the DEIS: 

• After crossing Indian Creek, the MVP rises sharply to begin its passage along Ellison Ridge, which
parallels the historic Hans Creek farming valley to its west.

• MVP’s original plan was to ride the ridge along Ellison Ridge, but facts on the ground (existing
development) forced them to dog-leg at MP 182.5 and follow a lower, rumpled route before
reconnecting with Ellison Ridge at about MP 185.5.

• Core forest loss and severe soil erosion potential remain significant issues.

• Added complicating factors in this region are shallow bedrock and slip prone soils.

• The likely need for blasting to dig the pipeline trenches and the potential for landslides are both
extremely high.

• The DEIS cites the possibility of both in general terms, but
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Notes: 
1. MVP mileposts reference September 2016 DEIS map files.
2. ICWA notes that this map and this information does not include all significant risks.
3. Map source: ICWA Environmental Map. Technical development and hosting by Downstream Strategies, LLC.

Severe Soil Erosion Potential on MVP Route and Adjacent Groundwater Risk 
(with some locally mapped springs near route)* 
Indian Creek to Central Ellison Ridge Area 
Milepost 182 to Milepost 184 

* Springs identified by local residents do not represent all springs in the area.
Representative MVP risks and impacts not adequately addressed in the DEIS: 

• MVP construction will cross a series of moderate-height ridges with uneven terrain and several
narrow ridges.

• Combining conditions of severe soil erosion, landslide potential, and high groundwater risk with
shallow bedrock and likely blasting, area residents are understandably concerned about possible
impacts to springs, wells, and ponds.

• No public water is available in this area.

• Locally identified springs were mapped at landowners’ requests and do not represent all or even
most springs in the area.

• A wetland complex at MP 183.1 and 183.2 will be affected by both the pipeline and a
permanent access road. No discussion is made of MVP’s permanent impairment of flood control
properties for strategically located wetlands like this.
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Notes: 
1. MVP mileposts reference September 2016 DEIS map files.
2. ICWA notes that this map and this information does not include all significant risks.
3. Map source: ICWA Environmental Map. Technical development and hosting by Downstream Strategies, LLC.

Core Forest Loss and Shallow Depth to Bedrock 
Ellison Ridge Area  
Milepost 183 to Milepost 185  

Representative MVP risks and impacts not adequately addressed in the DEIS: 
• “Pop-outs” on this map type allow a view of the depth to bedrock and soil type at clicked

locations: Depth to bedrock is only 16 inches in much of the Ellison Ridge area.
• According to the DEIS: “Mountain Valley would have to dig a trench about ten feet deep to

install its 42-inch diameter pipeline. Therefore, bedrock within 7 feet of the ground surface is
considered shallow” (4-38).  Also: “The potential for blasting exists at all locations where shallow
bedrock may be encountered” (4-39).

• Blasting in the Ellison Ridge area will further increase MVP construction impacts to springs,
seeps, and other water resources.

• The potential for landslides is high due to the combination of slopes and soil type characteristic
of this region. Channery soils may also be unsuitable for bedding or backfill due to possible
damage to the pipeline from “channers” or rock fragments, which may require deeper
excavation (Dobbs, December 2016, p. 18).
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Notes: 
1. MVP mileposts reference September 2016 DEIS map files.
2. ICWA notes that this map and this information does not include all significant risks.
3. Map source: ICWA Environmental Map. Technical development and hosting by Downstream Strategies, LLC.

Core Forest Loss on MVP Route and Adjacent Severe Soil Erosion Potential 
(with some locally mapped springs near route)*         
Central to Southern Ellison Ridge Area 
Milepost 184 to Milepost 186 

* Springs identified by local residents do not represent all springs in the area.
Representative MVP risks and impacts not adequately addressed in the DEIS: 

• MVP construction in this area faces severe soil erosion potential, high groundwater and surface
water risk. Many residents report local landslides in the recent past.

• Loss of core forest, as well as clearcutting all vegetation in the construction ROW will increase
the potential for erosion and sedimentation.

• Compounding these factors is extremely low depth to bedrock, as listed in DEIS Appendix M
“Shallow Bedrock along the MVP” (M-4).

• As stated in the DEIS: “The potential for blasting exists at all locations where shallow bedrock
may be encountered.” (DEIS 4-39)

• Four access roads (MO-221, 222, 223, 224) would add an additional 1.4 miles of construction
impact in this segment.
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Notes: 
1. MVP mileposts reference September 2016 DEIS map files.
2. ICWA notes that this map and this information does not include all significant risks.
3. Map source: ICWA Environmental Map. Technical development and hosting by Downstream Strategies, LLC.

Severe Soil Erosion Potential on MVP Route and Adjacent Groundwater Risk 
(with some locally mapped springs near route)* 
Central to Southern Ellison Ridge Area 
Milepost 184 to Milepost 186 

* Springs are mapped by local residents; they do not represent all springs in the area.
Representative MVP risks and impacts not adequately addressed in the DEIS: 

• All families and farms in the Ellison Ridge area rely on private springs and wells. There is no
economically feasible access to public water.

• ICWA has previously reported the high prevalence of springs in the Ellison Ridge region.
• Given the high likelihood of blasting many residents have repeatedly expressed concern about

potential impacts to drinking water resources.
• Loss or contamination of private water resources will not be limited to landowners on or even

immediately adjacent to the pipeline.

• A spring that is lost due to shifts in groundwater flow—whether due to fracture lines or pipeline
trenching—cannot be repaired or restored.

• Location of a main line valve (MLV-AR-22) at about MP 184.5 is on a dead-end single-lane road.

• An organic goat dairy is located on the far side of the pipeline crossing on this road. Access and
escape by road will be cut off in an emergency.
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Notes: 
1. MVP mileposts reference September 2016 DEIS map files.
2. ICWA notes that this map and this information does not include all significant risks.
3. Map source: ICWA Environmental Map. Technical development and hosting by Downstream Strategies, LLC.

Core Forest Loss on MVP Route and Adjacent Severe Soil Erosion Potential 
(with some locally mapped springs near route)*         
Narrows of Hans Creek Crossing 
Milepost 186 to Milepost 188 

* Springs identified by local residents do not represent all springs in the area.
Representative MVP risks and impacts not adequately addressed in the DEIS: 

• The Narrows of Hans Creek, where Hans Creek cuts through from east to west south of Ellison
Ridge, is an environmentally rich and largely untouched area. Many commenters about the MVP
have written about its unique beauty and biodiversity. It is an irreplaceable local “natural
wonder.”

• Steep slopes and shallow bedrock, combined with clearcutting, blasting, and severe soil erosion
potential, will all contribute to significant negative impacts on the water and the entire
ecological system.

• 1.15 miles of 500+ acre core forest will be fragmented by the MVP corridor. Three access roads
totaling 1.5 miles will cause significant additional loss.

• Access Road MO-227 from Blue Lick Rd. to MP 187.4 is especially problematic. It is a single-lane
dirt and gravel road hugging the side of a steep ravine. The construction required to widen it to
a 25-ft. road and 40 ft. easement will be dangerous and devastating.
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Notes: 
1. MVP mileposts reference September 2016 DEIS map files.
2. ICWA notes that this map and this information does not include all significant risks.
3. Map source: ICWA Environmental Map. Technical development and hosting by Downstream Strategies, LLC.

Severe Soil Erosion Potential on MVP Route and Adjacent Groundwater Risk 
(Surface Water Risk near crossing shown in inset) 
Narrows of Hans Creek Crossing 
Milepost 186 to Milepost 188 

* Springs identified by local residents do not represent all springs in the area.
Representative MVP risks and impacts not adequately addressed in the DEIS: 

• Groundwater risk is high along the segment, and nearby homes and farms along both sides of
the Narrows depend solely on private springs and wells for drinking water.

• As seen in the inset, the Narrows also has extremely high surface water risk.
• Many springs have been mapped along the Narrows and on upland ridges.
• A thriving organic apiary is located at the bottom of a steep ravine that pipeline construction will

impact. The owners have already curtailed new business development.
• The upland farm at the top of Access Road MO-227 relies on a single deep well for cattle and for

a young family that lives in a log cabin that dates to the Civil War. The access road is their only
road in and out.
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Notes: 
1. MVP mileposts reference September 2016 DEIS map files.
2. ICWA notes that this map and this information does not include all significant risks.
3. Map source: ICWA Environmental Map. Technical development and hosting by Downstream Strategies, LLC.

Core Forest Loss on MVP Route and Adjacent Severe Soil Erosion Potential 
Blue Lick/Hans Creek Ridge to North of Lindside (US-219)   
Milepost 188 to Milepost 190 

* Springs identified by local residents do not represent all springs in the area.

Representative MVP risks and impacts not adequately addressed in the DEIS: 
• Severe soil erosion conditions exist in and around areas of MVP-related construction activity as

the pipeline route approaches the Lindside community and US-219.
• The 125-ft. ROW/construction corridor segment will clear-cut close to a mile of remaining large

core forest in this area.
• All core forest loss in this segment will fragment stands of 500+ acres.
• Impacts of MVP deforestation and ridgetop levelling will be compounded by the steep slopes

and severe erosion potential on and adjacent to the project ROW.
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Notes: 
1. MVP mileposts reference September 2016 DEIS map files.
2. ICWA notes that this map and this information does not include all significant risks.
3. Map source: ICWA Environmental Map. Technical development and hosting by Downstream Strategies, LLC.

Severe Soil Erosion Potential on MVP Route and Adjacent Groundwater Risk 
(with some locally mapped springs near route)* 
Blue Lick/Hans Creek Ridge to North of Lindside (US-219)   
Milepost 188 to Milepost 190 

* Springs identified by local residents do not represent all springs in the area.
Representative MVP risks and impacts not adequately addressed in the DEIS: 

• MVP’s ridgetop deforestation, levelling, and pipeline trenching will impact both groundwater
and surface water flows, with significant impacts on first order high gradient streams crucial to
aquatic life and to downstream health.

• Shallow bedrock will likely require blasting. All landowners on and near the MVP route in this
segment rely on private springs and wells.

• Ridgetop construction will affect tributaries of both Blue Lick and Hans Creek.

• Access Road MO-228 is a 1-mile road that enters from US-219. For half its length, it will travel
along an unnamed tributary to Hans Creek and will cross two wetlands at approx. 190.

• Also at approx. MP 190, the mainline ROW will straddle 2 subwatersheds, impacting the
headwater areas of two first-order streams—one leading northeast to Hans Creek, the other
southwest to Blue Lick Creek.
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Notes: 
1. MVP mileposts reference September 2016 DEIS map files.
2. ICWA notes that this map and this information does not include all significant risks.
3. Map source: ICWA Environmental Map. Technical development and hosting by Downstream Strategies, LLC.

Severe Soil Erosion Potential and Karst in PSD Zone of Critical Concern 
North of Lindside (US-219) to Little Mountain 
Milepost 190 to Milepost 192 

Representative MVP risks and impacts not adequately addressed in the DEIS: 
• As MVP crosses US-219, it starts to travel through the Red Sulphur Public Service District

(RSPSD) Zone of Critical Concern (purple). Rich Creek serves as the backup supply for the RSPSD.
• The potential for groundwater contamination is increased by the presence of karst. The pipeline

will be installed in karst terrain from about MP 190.65 to 191.2 (0.65 miles).
• Two large MVP work spaces are planned immediately off US-219 next to the parking lot, in an

area that has also distinct karst drainage features.
• A permanent access road approx. 0.35 miles long (from US-219 north of the MVP crossing to the

ROW at about 190.7) will be built largely on karst terrain.
• This access road does not appear in DEIS table of Access Roads (Appendix E-1-46), but appears

to be MO-229, which is missing from the table.

• Another area of concern is the installation of the pipeline in karst within the ZCC at the base of
the steep ascent to Little Mountain, about 191.1.



Notes: 
1. MVP mileposts reference September 2016 DEIS map files.
2. ICWA notes that this map and this information does not include all significant risks.
3. Map source: ICWA Environmental Map. Technical development and hosting by Downstream Strategies, LLC.

Core Forest Loss on MVP Route and Adjacent Severe Soil Erosion Potential 
North of Lindside (US-219) to Little Mountain 
Milepost 190 to Milepost 192 

Representative MVP risks and impacts not adequately addressed in the DEIS: 
• The MVP route crosses US-219 just north of Lindside, paralleling the highway for about 3 miles.
• It passes within feet of the parking lot for the Lindside United Methodist Church (not shown on

this topographic map). This church and its community center serve vital functions in the
community, from church services and food bank to day care center, gym, and meeting hall.

• The pipeline will pass close to the heart of the Lindside community as it runs the Little Mountain
ridge: within 500 yards of its Post Office, Bank, IGA and gas station, the Lindside Senior Center,
Family Dollar store, and several churches.

• While the official “blast zone” might be limited to the north end of Lindside, the evacuation
zone reaches a wider swath of homes, restaurants, and other businesses along both sides of the
highway, including the Lindside Volunteer Fire Dept.

• All of this takes place with construction in soils and slopes with severe erosion potential, shallow
bedrock, and a 42-inch pipeline angled steeply into karst where the pipeline runs from Dry Run
up Little Mountain.
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Notes: 
1. MVP mileposts reference September 2016 DEIS map files.
2. ICWA notes that this map and this information does not include all significant risks.
3. Map source: ICWA Environmental Map. Technical development and hosting by Downstream Strategies, LLC.

Core Forest Loss, Severe Soil Erosion Potential, and Karst on MVP Route 
Little Mountain to Peters Mountain Crossing 
Milepost 191 to Milepost 195.6  

Representative MVP risks and impacts not adequately addressed in the DEIS: 
• Between Lindside and Peters Mountain, MVP construction will destroy nearly 3.5 miles of large

core forest (500+ acre), including the entire ridge of Little Mountain, which parallels US-219 and
the Lindside community.

• The clear-cutting and leveling of Little Mountain will be clearly in sight of residents and travelers
using US-219, the main highway through the county.

• Severe soil erosion conditions and groundwater risk dominate the MVP route and its
surrounding areas.

• Two parallel bands of karst compound the risks to private and public water supplies as well as
water for agricultural use.
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Notes: 
1. MVP mileposts reference September 2016 DEIS map files.
2. ICWA notes that this map and this information does not include all significant risks.
3. Map source: ICWA Environmental Map. Technical development and hosting by Downstream Strategies, LLC.

Core Forest Loss and Shallow Depth to Bedrock 
Little Mountain to Peters Mountain Crossing 
Milepost 191 to Milepost 195.6  

Representative MVP risks and impacts not adequately addressed in the DEIS: 
• Shallow depth to bedrock on Little Mountain and Peters Mountain will require blasting,

increasing impacts to springs, seeps, and other water resources.
• “Pop-outs” on this map type allow view of depth to bedrock and soil type at clicked locations:

Depth to bedrock is only 16” at most locations along the ridge of Little Mountain.
• More than 2 miles of ridgetop removal on Little Mountain will impact streams and watersheds

on both sides of the mountain.
• Extreme steep slopes, especially the descent from Little Mountain to Painters Run and the

ascent to Peters Mountain ridge, will dramatically increase run-off quantity and velocity into
vulnerable down gradient waterbodies and recharge areas.
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Notes: 
1. MVP mileposts reference September 2016 DEIS map files.
2. ICWA notes that this map and this information does not include all significant risks.
3. Map source: ICWA Environmental Map. Technical development and hosting by Downstream Strategies, LLC.

Water District Zone of Critical Concern, Karst, and Severe Erosion Potential 
(with some locally mapped springs on and near Peters Mountain)* 
Little Mountain to Peters Mountain Crossing 
Milepost 191 to Milepost 195.6  

* Springs identified by local residents do not represent all springs in the area. Mapping of springs on
Peters Mountain mainly focused on the original 2014 route which MVP later moved northeast. 
Representative MVP risks and impacts not adequately addressed in the DEIS: 

• Pipeline construction hazards are compounded by the location of the MVP in the Red Sulphur
Public Service District zone of critical concern (purple).

• Rich Creek and the Rich Creek spring is the backup source water for the RSPSD, which serves
close to 5,000 residents, including schools, nursing homes and businesses. Private wells and
springs are also at risk, with no public service along Peters Mountain.

• An unmapped karst complex lies at the base of Peters Mountain. Rich Creek Spring and Cave
(star) are nearby with the cave heading toward the pipeline. DEIS Appendix L-3, MP 194.6, notes
risks, but “construction recommendations” are woefully inadequate.

• Dr. Ernst Kastning’s expert report on geo-hazards of this Valley and Ridge region sites this area
in Monroe County as an example of the compound threats of karst, steep slopes, weak unstable
soils, and seismic activity that make this a “no-build” zone. ICWA concurs!
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